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Computer simulation of materials processes and computational property prediction have become a widely 
accepted resource in the industrial R&D process, complementing and aiding experimental techniques. 
Applications range from large-scale computational materials prescreening for identification of most 
promising candidates to property calculation focused on and enabling interpretation of particular 
measurements. Frequently, the most promising and cost-effective research strategy is a combined 
experimental and theoretical approach. An effective research process requires access to materials databases, 
model building capabilities, automated simulation and analysis tools, as well as a flexible infrastructure to 
distribute computational tasks on distributed compute resources, all of which have been integrated in the 
MedeA software environment. 
 
The capabilities of modern ab-initio based simulation techniques in industrial research in several different 
fields of application are reviewed. In stress corrosion cracking and materials fatigue, the segregation of 
impurities to grain boundaries in nickel and zirconium and their effect on grain boundary cohesion is 
investigated from first principles1. Temperature effects and thermal expansion are included by ab-initio 
calculation of lattice dynamics enabling within the framework of transition state theory the accurate 
prediction of temperature dependent diffusion coefficients in bulk materials2 and grain boundaries3. Taking 
into account configurational entropy by a simple independent two-site model, in addition to vibrational 
terms, enables quantitative prediction of the P-T-X phase diagram of the yttrium-hydrogen system. Aiming 
at improved mechanical properties of high-chromium ferritic steels by precipitation hardening, temperature 
dependent solubility products are predicted from first principles to identify suitable steel compositions for 
casting. As an application in electronic industries, the advanced miniaturization in microelectronic device 
technology and progress in quantum physical methods nowadays allow ab initio modeling of effective 
work functions in gate stacks approaching realistic device dimensions3,4. 
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